
ADVANTAGES OF OUR FENCING SYSTEM

With our system you can install 150' or more of fence in one day.  Eliminate the added cost 

of  digging piles and concrete,not to mention the down time while you wait for concrete to 

cure!  This system is faster and more cost effective.  We use 2 3/8'' galvanized steel posts 

that we drive into the ground.  There are 2 leveling collars that fit over the steel pipe that 

allow you to level the fence from top to bottom to ensure a perfectly straight fence every time!  

We use a rail lock system that is superior to the competition.  The rail lock holds the top rails 

inside the 5x5 vinyl posts and can withstand tremendous pressure vs our competitors single 

screw method.  Any part of our fence can be taken apart and replaced or adjusted if it gets 

damaged etc. Our system makes it easy for contractors and homeowners to install. 

 Instructions and videos can be found on our website.  www.cansupplywholesale.ca 

Superior Install Method:

Superior Vinyl Fence at a Tremendous Value:
Our fences are stronger than the competition!  We manufacture our fences with a .15" thick wall which ensures a sturdy 

fence that will last a lifetime.  We also use heavy duty 2 3/8'' galvanized steel posts vs our competitors 1 7/8''.  Our 

fences come with an aluminum insert in the bottom rail to prevent sag vs no aluminum reinforcement in our competitors. 

All of our white fence profiles are manufactured using mono extrusion technology.  This ensures the UV inhibitors and 

impact modifiers are evenly distributed throughout the whole fence. CAN Supply Wholesale Ltd. is one of the first in 

Canada to offer a colorline of ASA (acrylic-styrene-acrylonitrile) coated fence.  Our co-extrusion technology applies a 

layer of ASA on the outside of the fence that provides unmatched UV, stain and scratch resistance.  We offer a 8 year 

no fade guarantee on all our color fences.
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A common misconception of PVC fencing is that it is associated with plastic which is not environmentally 

friendly.  Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) the source of our vinyl cannot be grouped into the overall “Plastic Grouping” 

because it is not made from 100% natural fuel (as is most plastic) and the manufacturing process is different.  

PVC is made from a combination of crude oil, natural gas and 60% chlorine derived from common salt.  This 

makes vinyl one of the most energy-efficient materials in production.  In addition,there is very little fossil fuel used

in the making of vinyl so there is very little carbon dioxide released into the atmosphere during manufacturing.  

Because vinyl fence is lighter than wood fence there is less fossil fuel used in transportation as well.  Other 

environmental benefits include the fact that vinyl fence lasts a lifetime, in comparison to a wood fence that may 

need to be replaced every 10 to 15 years.  There is also no need for re-painting and staining that may harm the 

environment. Vinyl fence can also be recycled. When you purchase a vinyl fence from CAN Supply Wholesale 

Ltd. you save money and time in the long run!

No need for heavy machinery chewing up a yard and making holes. 

Our install system is clean and tidy.You can also install in tight 

spaces!  There are 2 methods we recommend to install the 2 3/8'' 

steel pipe in the ground.  The easiest being a gas powered post 

driver. The second method is a hand held post driver.  CAN Supply 

Wholesale Ltd. offers the gas powered Honda post drivers for rent 

and sale.  A Honda post driver video can be found on our website.

The only maintenance required with our fences is to spray them off! 

Think about the countless hours needed to maintain a wood fence. 

Some homeowners paint and stain their fence every year to protect 

from rotting and bugs.  Our vinyl fences will never rot and are 

impervious to bugs!

CAN Supply Wholesale Ltd. provides a limited lifetime warranty on all its fences and a 8 year no fade 

guarantee on our color fences.  This warranty is transferable as well and there is no need to register 

for it to be in effect.  We back up what we sell!  End users are invited to register their warranty on our 

website through our easy to use web forum.  Details of the warranty can be found at 

www.cansupplywholesale.ca

Environmentally Friendly:

Low Impact Install Method:

Custom Fences and Gates:

Limited Lifetime Warranty:

Superior Quality With Virtually No Maintenance:

CAN Supply Wholesale Ltd. has the ability to work with its clients to create custom designs based on their 

needs.  We can also create custom gates and RV gates upon request.  All of our fences are easy to cut 

and modify by the end user for their specific needs.


